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 Why scientific publication 

 Reporting new data, a critical aspect of 
scientific process 

 Dissemination of knowledge 

 What is a scientific publication 

 Science journals 

 Types of articles –    letters 
(communications),research notes, articles, 
reviews 



First scientific journals – 1665 

Journal des Scavens - French 

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal 
Society – English 

Important Journals 

Nature, Science, EMBO J,PNAS, 

Physical review Letters, Cell,JBC,JCB,JMB - - 

 

Print journals , E-journals 



  Process of publishing 

 Submission of manuscript 

 Peer review 

 Revision, answering reviewers/editors 

 Editor decision, acceptance 

 Proof correction, Publication, copyright, 
reprints,  

 Electronic publishing 

 



   IMRAD-scheme presented by International 
Committee  of Medicinal Journal Editors 
 

 Title, Abstract, Introduction, Materials and     
Methods 

   Results, Discussion , References 
 
 Acknowledgements, Key words 
 
 Abbreviations, supplementary materials/article 
  Author contribution, conflict of 

interest/disclaimer 
 





















 Make the title specific enough to describe the 
contents of the paper-not so technical, 

  appropriate for the intended audience 

 

   Drunken driving and traffic                           
Effect of drunken driving on traffic                   
Drunken driving causes increase in traffic 
accident 

 





 Summarizes the purpose,methods,results and 
conclusions of the paper  in one paragraph of 
about 100-250 words 

 

 It should stand alone  (no abbreviations, 
citations) ,as a preview  

 

 Little less technical than the  article itself 





 What was the research question  

 Why was it relevant 

 Background information –Broad and 
immediate back ground 

 

  End with the specific question  and an 
indication of the answer 







 How did you answer the question  

 Give sufficient information  so that others can 
repeat it. 

 

 Clearance for the study if required  

 

 Data analysis  procedures 





 Present the results .Use graphs,tables or figs 
to  present the data. Summarise the data in 
the text giving the rationale for each 
experiment . 

 Tables/graphs should have a caption, legends 
for the fig .  

 Same result need not be repeated in a table 
and  a Fig  







 Highlight the important result and relate with 
the original question.Do the data support 
your hypothesis,if not why.Were your results 
unexpected .if so why Can you interpret your 
results in another way 

 Can you generalise /does it fit into the big 
picture  

 Future research  









 Precision, clarity and economy 

 Must be in clear prose  

  Writing should be in complete sentences and   
easily understood, no colloquial or slang   

      Write clearly and concisely 

      Write accurately, say what you mean 

      Active voice , generally in third person  

      past tense 

   Edit  the Manuscript , Instructions to authors 

 



 Journal Selection 

 Journal Format-  Follow instructions 

 Covering letter  

 Follow submission Procedure  (Mostly online 
now) 

 Acknowledgement of receipt 

 Revision , answer to reviewer’s comments  



Thank You 


